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Abstract:

In an uncomplicated way there can be derived a quantum-lineelement of local tangent-spacetime  of
Minkowski-type from  a fundamental form of physical anouncements. This term includes a 
variable, which can be interpreted as combination of  Ricci-scalar and cosmological constant. In this
method, the Planck-constant is included in  the linelement-form in a natural way. If this ansatz is 
seen as real  from first principles, then classical Minkowski-linelement is wrong. So since it is the 
limiting case for GRT without gravity,  quantum gravity-equations also must be false  and be 
modified.  Local invariant Lorentz-Planck-transformations can be derived for some special  
conditions  of velocity values. This explorations for  quantum in tangential-spacetime may lead to a 
deeper understanding of quantizing gravity.
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1.Introduction:

There are two methods constructing a quantum-spacetime-theory from classical limits.  Going from
0⇒ℏ for quantum states against continuity and going from γ⇒Gμ , ν  for gravity and curvature

from Newton-model to Einstein Tensor-description and then going from zero to ℏ . The first 
means going from flat Minkowski spacetime to a sort of quantized  tangential spacetime and the 
second to go from spacetime without curvature to GRT with gravity-force and then to quantum
ℏ . Mostly the second trying is used. [2.],[3]. 

This paper  here only constructs a quantum flat Planck- Minkowski- spacetime from fundamental 
Planck-length-squares. If this  attempt will be physically, logically  and mathematically  consistent 
and succesful, must be seen. From this level then could be constructed a  consistent quantum 
gravity, which limiting case this construction here  would be.
Citation Wheeler [1.]: ”Space-time geometry is no longer high above the battle of matter and 
energy. It takes part in the struggle. Geometry tells matter how it should move, but mass in turn 
dictates the curvature to geometry.” 
This is also a fact for quantum tangential spacetime, where is shown, that  a gravityfree local  
spacetime TM of a manifold M  isn’t  really flat like normally assumed  and empty [5.]  but 
depends on some physical variables.
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2.Calculation:

From first principles is defined:

If 1
r ²PL

:=RFund±Λ :=
m²PL⋅c ²

ℏ ²
,                                                                                                   (1.)

where R is the Ricci-scalar curvature and Λ is cosmological constant, then this definition can 
be developed to its general case of:

R±Λ=
m²⋅c ²

ℏ ²
                                                                                                                              (2.)

 and of course   R is defined over the two curvature-mainaxes (in two dimensions) as scalar 
invariance of curvature:

R :=| 2
ρ1⋅ρ4| .                                                                                                                                 (3.)

This leads to a  modification of  Einsteins  local energy-equation for flat spacetime  of:     

E=m⋅c ²−
ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

m
                                                                                                               (4a.)

with B :=
ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

m
  defined.                                                                                                  (4b.)

From this equation (4a.) the advanced Hamilton-function for energy-momentum can be derived in 
dependence from B :
  

m ²0⋅c ⁴+p ²⋅c ²−2⋅B⋅γ⋅m0⋅c ²⋅(1−
v
c
)=E ²−2⋅B⋅(E−p⋅c )                                                       (4c.)

whith the usual notation for Gamma:

γ=(1−
v ²
c ² )

−
1
2 .                                                                                                                            (4d.)

This  equation (4c.) gives the natural completeness of  local SRT-Hamiltonian from Pythagoras-set 
to advanced, developed cosine-set.
Equation  (4c.) can be solved for energy  E .

This results lead directly to corrected  line-element  of quantized   Planck-Minkowski-space in its 
new form of:

ds ²=x ²⋅
ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

c ²⋅m0 ²
−c ²⋅t ²⋅( ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

c ²⋅m0 ²
−1)                                                                             (5a.)

which also can  be written as:



ds ²=c ²⋅t ²+
ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

c ²⋅m0 ²
⋅(x ²−c ²⋅t ²)                                                                                          (5b.)

As is seen, the timelike coordinate is quantized and  exists  in a classical form, which gives this    
system of description  a  similiar  partial form of a bimetric whereby the spacelike dimension- 
coordinate appears  only in a quantum description.

This equation (5a./5b.)   is  from now on  called „Planck-Minkowski-linelement“.

As is seen, this new lineelement is conform to classical Minkowski- description of  local spacetime 
and differs from it only for the conformal term of:

K :=
ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)

c ²⋅m0²
 .                                                                                                                         (6.)

In this form the  new  local linelement can be written as:

ds ²=c ²⋅t ²+K⋅(x ²−c ²⋅t ²)                                                                                                         (7a.)

or 

ds ²=K⋅x ²−c ²⋅t ²⋅(K−1)     ,                                                                                                   7b.)

which comes from [4.]:

ds ²=d x i
⋅dxk

⋅ηi ,k

with   to the classic Minkoski tensor varied compared metric fundamental tensor  for uncurved 
tangential spacetime :
            

ηi , k=(K 0
0 1−K)                                                                                                                         (7c.)

This term leads directly to the Planck-Lorentz-transformations, described  with its transformation-
matrix  ( formulated for  two dimensions) extended from [10.]:

A=( √K √K⋅β

√ K⋅β √K )                                                                                                                       (8.)

                               

with ( x '
c⋅t ')=( x

c⋅t)⋅A                                                                                                                     (9.)

This shows directly the Planck-Lorentz-transformations for two dimensions of uncurved but 
quantized  local spacetime in its conformal form:

x '=√ K⋅(x+β⋅c⋅t )

c⋅t '=√K⋅(x⋅β+c⋅t )

    ,with β=
v
c

                                                                              (10a./10b)

where 



√ K :=
ℏ

c⋅mo

⋅√R±Λ                                                                                                                    (11.)

Since there is the Planck- condition √ K=γ=(1−
v ²
c ² )

−
1
2  as a substitute  to Lorentz-factor, which 

means that this factor itself is quantized and therefore also velocity-term,  this leads  finally to the 
corrected  maximal limiting condition  in  physical velocity for material fermion and boson   bodies 
of:

v⩽c⋅√1−
c ²⋅m0 ²

ℏ ²⋅(R±Λ)
                                                                                                              (12.a)

instead of:

v≤c .                                                                                                                                        (12b.)

3.Conclusion:

It is possible to construct a flat quantum-spacetime in Minkowski-like coordinates with its local  
quantum invariance conditions for coordinate transformations. If this description would be true, so 
every real  quantum-gravity must lead in its limit without  gravity- force to this Planck-Minkowski-
metric, like classical gravity of GRT must lead without force in its limit  to classical flat spacetime 
of Minkowski-linelement. In all formulas above either Ricci-scalar term R  or  cosmological 
constant Λ  can be set to zero. If both are set to zero, classical, local  Minkoswki spacetime 
remains at tangential spacetime to manifold M . Also the local geometric invariance form is 
reviewed: the light cone will change its form a little bit, which size-changing depends from now on,
controlled  by  R ,Λ and m0 . Not only in gravity-determined spaces [6.],[7. ] but even  in 
tangential spacetime, it is no longer a static form [8.],[9.]. At the same foreevent place light-cone 
differs  now only by different m0 but by constant moving v  of a particle with constant m0

and constant assumed Λ the light-cone form depends  at its worldline from  changing of local 
Ricci-scalar R  even in tangential spacetime TM Q .

4.Summary:

From first  principles  of a fundamental length-square with identifying square of  inverse Planck-
length with Ricci-scalar and cosmological constant there can be constructed a local uncurved  
quantum-spacetime  without gravity  as a corrected form of tangential spacetime TM Q  for 
manifold M . But this construction  will include Ricci curvature scalar R  and may lead to a 
consistent   form of a description of  quantum-gravity which in  limit  for zero gravity is this 
description of quantum tangential spacetime mentioned above.
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